Some Aspects of the Northern Province
" Khalwa " which until recently was entirely native and
unsupervised but now includes along with the Koran the
teaching of reading, writing, general knowledge and arith-
metic, is considerably higher than in similar schools in other
Provinces and deserves every encouragement. Small
grants of money are made to the teachers, after they have
undergone a short course of pedagogy under a trained
teacher, the " Khalwas " are frequently visited not only
by trained inspectors from the Education Department
but also by administrative officials, refresher courses are
held for teachers who require it, and every effort is made
not only to improve the teaching, but also to make the
native authorities and the villagers themselves take a
keener interest and pride in their own village schools.
The " Khalwa" has the great advantage over other
schools of giving its pupils the rudiments of education
sufficient to enable them to increase their knowledge if
they wish, without unsettling these who remain at home
to cultivate or engage in other manual pursuits.
In the Elementary Vernacular Schools an improved and
extended form of education is given in the vernacular.
The masters are trained at the teachers' training school
in Khartoum ; the whole standard of teaching is very
much better than in the " Khalwa " and at the end of
the four years* course the better boys are ready to proceed
to an Intermediate School, if their parents wish them to
adopt a clerical career. At present, the number of Ele-
mentary Vernacular Schools is insufficient to cope with
more than ten per cent of the boys of a suitable age :
for the rest the " Khalwa" must suffice. Efforts are
being made to improve elementary education and at the
same time to prevent its having an unsettling effect on
the majority of the pupils, who will not be able to go on
to a Primary School, of which there are only three in
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